
MONITOR THE INTERVENTION
Don’t set it and forget it.

The contents of this presentation were developed under a grant from the US Department of Education,
H323A170008. However, those contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the US Department of
Education, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. Project Officer, Jennifer Coffey.



Implementing the intervention

• The most though out, well designed, scientific/research based 
intervention will have no effect if it is not implemented.

• We must take steps to increase the likelihood that our 
interventions are implemented.








EVALUATION

Did the intervention produce the progress 
that you hoped for?



Evaluation

• Evaluation is based upon asking a few simple questions.
– Is the intervention effective?

• Did it help at all?
– Will it resolve the problem in an appropriate time frame?

• Based on some established goal or criteria.
– Is it feasible in the regular classroom?

• Or are the needs to great to continue in the general 
education classroom?



Is the Intervention Effective
• Effectiveness vs. Success

– These two terms do not mean the same thing
• Effectiveness is a measure relative to baseline

–Determining this is simply a comparison
–If there was no effect, it means you chose the wrong 

intervention!
• Success takes into account all the variables involved in 

intervention and can be somewhat subjective



If it is effective then what?

• Will it solve the problem?
– Relative to your goal.
– In what timeframe
– At what cost?

• These are difficult question that are best answered within 
the context of your comprehensive system.



If the intervention had no effect
• We must evaluate integrity

– Was the intervention implemented as planned?
• If integrity was high then we can examine the intervention

– When we fail it is likely because
• The intervention was

–Not the right one for the job
–Not strong enough in its current form

– In either case we modify and try again



Modifying ineffective interventions

• If the intervention was not the right one for the job
–Alter your hypothesis and develop another intervention 

based upon the new hypothesis
– If your first hypothesis was the presence of a won’t do 

problem, test out a can’t do hypothesis 



Modifying ineffective interventions

• If the intervention is not strong enough in its current form
– Intensify it by increasing one or more aspects of the delivery

• Increased time per day
• Increased days per week
• Reduced intervention group size

–This increases active responding per student
• Include similar additional components in the intervention



The intervention worked a little

• In this case we can assume we are on the right track
–Next steps are to continue to focus on refining the 

components of the current intervention
• Don’t forget about integrity



Modifying Weak Interventions

• Intensify it by increasing one or more aspects of the delivery
– Increased time per day
– Increased days per week
– Reduced intervention group size

• This increases active responding per student
– Include similar additional components in the intervention



The Intervention was Effective

• Effective interventions are great, but sometimes they are 
labor intensive for both the interventionist and the 
student.
–When we have identified an intervention that is 

effective we should next try to make it as economical 
as possible



Modifying effective interventions
• Make interventions more economical by 

– Removing any unnecessary components
– Reducing the intensity 

• Decrease times per day
• Decrease days per week
• Increase group size

• Make sure not to reduce intensity to such a degree that it will no 
longer be effective!



Something to keep in mind

• Remember why you are intervening 
– To determine if a simple intervention can help with the current 

problem
– Not to solve all of the child’s problems

• This will likely take substantial time to accomplish

• Deep holes will take time to fill



How long will it take to see an effect?

• When progress monitoring you need to have some idea of how 
often to look
– When do you check the cake?
– How often do you get on the scale?

• It depends on the narrowness of the skill and the intensity of the 
intervention.



Thanks for Listening!

Questions?
Gary Duhon

gary.duhon@okstate.edu
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